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Percent of specific trough levels measured ] to 30 months after
specific trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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Reference Trough Dates
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Latest data plotted: Comm. and Indus, (onstr. Contracts, August, 1961 Averacje Workweek,
New Orders, New lildg. Permits, jeptemhrtr, 1*61;

ror »ertes with a "month* for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 1, 19, 23, 41, 43, 47, 49, 52, 55),
the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 9, 13, 17, 24, 29,
51, 54), the average of the specific trough month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month
following the specific trough month is set at "100".
JFor the 1949, 1954, »m*l l9f>H cycles, a 3-term moving average Is shown.
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERHS

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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Specific Trough Dates Corresponding to
Reference Trough Dates

-October, 1949
..... August, 1954

April, 1958
1 February, 1961

17. Price-Unit Labor Cost

Index
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Months from specific troughs

Latest data plotted: August, 1961

+6 +12 M8 + 24 +30

Months from specific troughs

Latest data plotted: September, 1961.

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MOD) of T or "2" (series 1, 19, 23 41, 43, 47, 49, 52, 55),
the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 9, 13, 17, 24, 29,
51 54), the average of the specific trough month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month
following the specific trough month is set at "100".
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CHART 5 COMPARISONS OF SPECIFI
Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific Trough Dates Corresponding to
Reference Trough Dates

October, 1949
•••• •August, 1954

April, 1958
February, 1961

19. Stock Prices, 500 common stocks
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Latest data plotted: October, 1961,

23. Industrial Materials Prices Index
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Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 1, 19, 23, 41, 43, 47, 49, 52, 55),
the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 9, 13, 17, 24, 29,
51, 54), the average of the specific trough month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month
following the specific trough month is set at "100".
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCL:! P

41. Nonog. Employment, establishment

Index

110-

105-

100 J

Percent of specific trough levels measured ] to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific Trough Dates Corresponding to
Reference Trough Dates
- October, 1949
• ••••August, 1954
---- April, 1958

February, 1961

-Specific trough
dates

Specific trough levelsro
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43. Unemployment Rate (inverted)*
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Latest data plotted: Nonag. Employment, Unemployment Rate and Retail Sales; September,
1961; V/holesale Prices, October, 1961.

ror series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series lf 19, 23, 41, 43, 47, 49, 52, 55),
the fiqure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 9, 13, 17, 24, 29*
51f 54), the average of the specific trough month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month
following the specific trough month is set at "100".

1 No specific trough has been selected. Data for current expansion begins on May 1961.
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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51. Bank Debits outside N.Y.C.
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L otest data plotted; September, 1961

rar »eries with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 1, 19, 23, 41, 43, 47, 49, 52, 55),
the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 9, 13, 17, 24, 79.
51, 54), the average of the specific trough month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month
following the specific trough month is set at "100".
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

51

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific trough dotes
identified with refer-
ence trough dates in--

1949
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1961

1. Average workweek, manufacturing
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Months from specific troughs

0 *6 -12 *18 *24

Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of Ml" or "2" (series l),the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at M100".

For the 1949, 1954, and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date h«s been selected
tentatively.
Latest data plotted: Series 9 -September; Series 1, 24, 29-October.
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52 Cyclical Patterns
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C H A R T 5 I COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--^.
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

13. New business incorporations Specific trough dates

identified with refer-
ence trough dates in

1949
1954
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1961

17. Price per unit of labor cost
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trough
levels
f
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Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or '2" (series 19, 23), the figure for the specific trough is
set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 13, 17), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at M100".

Latest data plotted: Series 13-September; Series 17, 19, 23-October.
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

53

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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identified with refer-
ence trough dates in--
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Months from specific trouah s Months from specific troughs
For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 41, 43, 55), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 54), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".

No specific trough has been selected. Data for current expansion is arbitrarily selected to begin in May 1961.
Latest data plotted: October.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs
rof series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 47. 49, 52), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 51 ), the average of the specific trough month,
the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".
Based on tentative specific trough date for 1961 expansion. Latest data plotted: Series 47, 49, 51, 52-October.
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISON OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERKS

51

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

9. Construction contracts, comm. and indus.2

Specific trough dates 1 identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958——
1954.... 1961

1. Average workweek, manufacturing

Index
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24. Value of new orders, moch. and equip.
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300 46 ^12 *18 *24 *30 0 *6 +12 M8 *24
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or *2" (series 1), the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100" For series with an MCD of "3* or more (series 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100'.
1See appendix table B for "specific "dates.
2 For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date has been selected
tentatively.
Latest data plotted: Series 9- October; Series 1, 24, 29- November.
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52 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.
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Percent of specific trough leveis measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

13. New business incorporations __

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958!
1954.... 1961

Specific trough dates

\l
V \ A.

19. Slock prices, 500 common stocks

17. Price per unit of labor cost

23. Industrial materials prices

+300 +6 +12 ^18 -24 -30 0 + 6 +12 +18 +24

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs
For series with a 'months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of T or "? (series 19, 23), ihe figure for the specific trough
Is set at MOO*. For series witii an MCD of "3" or more (series 15, 17), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the speci fie trough month, and the month following ihe specific trough month is set at * 100'.
l$ee appendix table B for •specific* dates.
Latest data plotted: Series 13-October; Series 17, 19, 23-Novemher.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

53

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Index 41. Employ*** in nonog. establishments
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Specific trough dates x identified
with reference trough dotes in--
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months from specific troughs

0 46 412 +18 424 430

Months from specific troughs
For series with a "teen** for eyclied de»lmweef>(MCD) of "V or "2" (series 41r 43r 47 and 49) the ftgvr* for tfce
specific trough Is set at "100".
%ee appendix table B for "specific" dates.
2No specific trough has been selected. Data for current expansion is arbitrarily selected to begin in May 1961.
Latest data plotted: November.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

CHART 5 I COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-GUI.
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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with reference trough dates iit--
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Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs
For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 52, 53), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "TOO". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 51, 54), the average of the specific trough
month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".
*See appendix table B for "specific" dates.

on tentative specific trough date for 1961 expansion.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

51

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

9. Construction contracts, comm. and Indus,

Specific trough dates X identified
with reference trough dates in—

1949 1958—
1954«... 1961

1. Average workweek, manufacturing

Index

105

100

24. Volue of new orders, moch. ond equip

200 r
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29. New pvt. housing units authorized
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0 '6 -12 '18 '24 '30 0 46 * 12 M8 -24
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of *T" or "2" (series 1), the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of *3* or more (series 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
xSee appendix table B for "specific"dates.
2 For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date has been selected
tentatively.
Latest data plotted: Series 9-November;Series 1, 24, 29- December.
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

13. New business incorporations

Specific trough dates

•N A /\/ v ' I \

200 r-
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19. Stock prices, 500 common stocks

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958-—-.
1954«... 1961 -

17. Price per unit of labor cost

+300 *6 -12 M8 - 2 4 - 3 0 0 +6 +12 +18 +24

Months from specific troughs Months from specif ic troughs
For series with a 'months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2* (series 19, 23), the figure for the specific trough
is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 13, 17), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the speci fie trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
1See appendix table B for "specific" dates.
Latest data plotted: Series 13-Novembe.;Series 17, 19, 23-December.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

53

Percent of specific trough levels measured ] to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Index 41. Employes in nonog. establishments
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-Specific trough dates
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Specific trough levels
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47. Industrial production

Jj

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in-
1949—— 1958
1954.... 1961

43. Unemployment rote (inverted)

^6 '12 M8 -24 -30

Months from specific troughs

+ 12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs
For series with a "months for cyclical dominance"(MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 41, 43, 47 and 49) the figure for the
specific trough is set at "100".
*$ee appendix table B for "specific" dates.
2No specific trough has been selected. Data for current expansion is arbitrarily selected to begin in May 1961.
Latest data plotted: December.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Index
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Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958 -
1954 .... 1961

54. Sales of retail stores

52. Personal income

0 46 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

51. Bank debits outside N.Y.C.

- no

- 105

J 100

53. Labor income, industrial

-,150
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130

120

no

100

+6 +12 +18 f24 +30

Months from specific troughs

Por series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 52, 53), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 51, 54), the average of the specific trough
month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".
%ee appendix table B for "specific" dcites.
'Based on tentative specific trough dato for 1961 expansion.
Latest data plotted: December
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

51

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific trough dates 1 identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958——
1954.... 1961

1. Average workweek, manufacturing

Index
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... .* Specific trough levels

t

24. Volue of new orders, moch. and equip.
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100 L

9. Construction contracts, comm. and indus.

9* New pvt. housing units authorized
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0 4 6 -12 -18 '24 *30 0 46 * 12 * }8 *24 '30

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs
For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MOD) ot "l* or "2" (series 1), the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following itie specific trough month is set at "100*'
1See appendix table B for "specific"dates.

For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date has been selected
tentatively.
Latest data planed; Series 9 December, Series 1, 24, 29- January

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

February 1962
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

13* New business incorporotions

Specific trough dates

19. Stock prices, 500 common, stocks

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949 1958^

1954«... 1961

17. Price per unit of labor cost

23. Industrial materials prices

'^.-f "v^v<
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110
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+300 ->6 -12 H8 -24 -30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with <a 'months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2* (series 19, 23), the figure for the specific trough
is set at "100" For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 13,17), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100',
1S«e appendix table B for "specific" dotes.
Latest data plotted: Series 13-Oecember;Scries 17, 19, 23-January.

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

February 1962
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Index 41. Employ*** in nonag. establishments
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r-' Specific trouqh levels' r
47. Industrial production

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in--
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1954.... 1961

43. Unemployment rote (inverted)
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-1100
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0 46 * 1 2 M8 -24 -30

Months from specific troughs

0 ->6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs
For series with a "months for cyclical dominance"(MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 41, 43, 47 and 49) the figure for the
specific trough is set at "100".
%ee appendix table B for "specific" dates.
Latest data.plotted: January

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

February 1962
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949 — 1958
1954 .... 1961

Soles of retail stores

52. Personal income
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51. Bank debits outside N.Y.C.
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53. Labor income, industrial
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100

0 +3046 +12 +18 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 f24

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 52, 53), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 51, 54), the average of the specific trough
month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".
*See appendix table B for "specific" dates.
2Based on tentative specific trough date for 1961 expansion.
Latest data allotted: January

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

February 1962



Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

51

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific trough dates ' identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 - 1958 ----
1954^00 1961 -

1. Average workweek, manufacturing

9, Construction contracts, comm. and indus.

Index
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... .* Specific tfough levels

100
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29. New pvt. housing units authorized
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0 "+6 +12 +18 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 -He 4-24 +30

Months from speci f ic troughs Months from speci f ic troughs
For series with a "months for cyclical dorrinance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 1), the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*
^See appendix table E for "specific'*dates.

For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date has been selected
tentatively.
Latest data plotted: Series 9- January* Series 1, 24, 29- February.Digitized for FRASER 

http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

March 1962



52 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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Specific trough dates
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19. Stock prices, 500 common stocks

1 1 JL 1 II

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in--
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1954.... 1961

17, Price per unit of labor cost
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23. Industrial materials prices
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+300 +6 -H2 -H8 -t-24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific trough:* Months from specific troughs

For series with a 'months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2* (series 19, 23), the figure for the specific trough
is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 13, 17), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the speci fie trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
1See appendix table 8 for "specific" dates.
Latest data plotted: February.

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

|n(jex 41. Employees in nonog. establishments

115
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100

-Specif ic trouqh dotes

135
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120
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100

/""' Specific trough levels

47. Industrial production

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dotes in--

1949 1958
1954 1961

43. Unemployment rote (inverted)

- 105

-I 100

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30 0 +6 + 1 2 + 1 8 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs
For series with a "months for cyclical dominance"(MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 41, 43, 47 and 49) the figure for the
specific trough is set at "100".
*$ee appendix table B for "specific" dates.
Latest data plotted: February

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific trough dates 1 identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949- 1958

1954 .... 1961

54. Sales of retail stores
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+30C +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 52, 53), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 51, 54), the average of the specific trough
month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".
*See appendix table B for "specific" dates.
Based on tentative specific trough date for 1961 expansion.

Latest data plotted: February*
Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

March 1962



CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

53

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

9. Construction contracts, comm. and indus.

Specific trough dates X identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958-
1954.... 1961

1. Average workweek, manufacturing

Index
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... .* Specific trough levels

"': Y
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0 -r6 -H2 +18 +24 -+30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs
For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2" (series 1), the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
1See appendix table B for "specific"dates,
2 For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date has been selected
tentatively.
Latest data plotted; Series 9- Febniary;Series 1, 24, 29- March*Digitized for FRASER 

http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

April 1962



54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

13. New business incorporations

19. Stock prices, 500 common stocks
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Specific trough dates1 identified'
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958

1954.... 1961

17. Price per unit of labor cost

0

23. Industrial materials prices

+30+6 "HI 2 -H 8 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a 'months for cyclical dominance1* (MCD) of "1" or "2* (series 19, 23), the figure for the specific trough
is set at * 100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 13,17), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the spec! fie trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
1See appendix table 6 for "specific" dates,
Latest data plotted: March

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

April 1962
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Percent of specific trough levels measured } to 30 months after specific
trough dates In 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Index 41. Employ*** in no nag. establishments
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47. industrial production

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dotes in-
1949—— 1958 ——
1954*... 1961

43. Unemployment rote (inverted)'
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49, GNP, current dollars
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0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or *2f (series 41, 43, and 47), the figure for the spe-
cific trough is set at "100". For quarterly series (series 49), the specific trough quarter is set at "100*.

See appendix table B for "specific" dates.

Latest data plotted: Series 41, 43, 41 - March; Series 49 - 1st Q 1962.

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

April 1962
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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Specific trough dates l identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958-
1954 .... 1961

54. Sales of retail stores

51. Bank debits outside N.Y.C
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53. Labor income, industrial
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0 +30+6 +12 +18 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) olf "1" or "2" (series 52, 53), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 51, 54), the average of the specific trough
month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100***
*$ee appendix table B for "specific" dates.
2Bas*d on tentative specific trough date for 1961 expansion,
Latest data plotted: March.

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

April 1962



52 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

^MJftM ĵ Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

9. Construction contracts, comm. and indus.

Specific trough dates 1 identified
with reference trough dates in»

1949 1958
1954.... 1961

1. Average workweek, manufacturing

Index
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Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series l)r the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3* or more (series 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
1See appendix table B for "specific"dates.

For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date has been selected
tentatively.
Latest data plotted: Series 9- March- Series lf 24, 29- April.

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

May 1962
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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13. New business incorporations
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19. Stock prices, 500 common stocks

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949 1958

1954.... 1961

17. Price per unit of lobor cost

23. Industrial materials prices

110

-MOO

+300 +6 -M2 -H8 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a 'months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2* (series 19, 23), the figure for the specific trough
is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 13, 17), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the speci fie trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
1See appendix table B for 'specific" dates.
Latest data plotted: April

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

May 1962
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Index 41- Employees in nonog. establishments
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47. Industrial production

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in--
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Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2' (series 41, 43, and 47), the figure for the spe-
cific trough is set at "100". For quarterly series (series 49), the specific trough quarter is set at "100f.

See appendix table B for "specific" dates.

Latest data plotted: Series 41, 43, 47 - April Series 49 - 1st Q 1962.

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

May 1962
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific trough dates 1 identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958-
1954 .... 1961

54. Sales of retail stores

51. Bank debits outside N.Y.C*
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Months from specific troughs Months from specific trouqhs

For series with o "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 52, 53), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 51, 54), the average of the specific trough
month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".
'See appendix table B for •'specific" dates.
*Based on tentative specific trough date for 1961 expansion.
Latest data plotted: April.

Digitized for FRASER 
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Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific trough dates * identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949 1958
1954.... 1961

1. Average workweek, manufacturing

9* Construction contracts, comm. and indus.
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... .* Specific trough levels
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0 -r6 4-12 +18 424 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs
For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or *T (series 1), the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of *3" or more (snries 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
1See appendix table B for "specific"dates.
2 For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date has been selected
tentatively.
Latest data plotted: Series 9 April; Series 1, 24, 29- MayDigitized for FRASER 

http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

June 1962
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.
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Specific trough dotes1 identified
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Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a 'months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) ot "1" or "? (series 19, 23), the figure for the specific trough
is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 13, 17), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
1See appendix table 6 for specific" dates.
Latest data plotted: Series 13 - April; Series 17, 19, 23 . May.

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series*
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Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MfCD) pf "1" or "21 (series 41, 43, and 47), the figure for tlie spe-
cific trough is set at "100". For quarterly series (series 49), the specific trough quarter is set at "100*.

See appendix table B for "specific" dates.

Latest data plotted: Series 41, 43, 47 • May ; Series 49 - 1st Q 1962-

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

June 1962
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C H A R T S COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNSh-Con.
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Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific trough dates l identified
with reference trough dates in*-

1949 1958
1954.... 1961——
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Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2*' (series 52, 53), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3M or more (series 51, 54), the average of the specific trough
month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".
%ee appendix table B for "specific" dates.
2Based on tentative specific trough date for 1961 expansion.
Latest data plotted: May.
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52

CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

9. Construction contracts, comm. and indus.

Specific trough dates X identified
with reference trough dates in»

1949 1958
1954.... 1961

1. Average workweek, manufacturing

Index

105

100

200 r-

180

160

140

120

100 *»

... .' Specific trough levels

i
29. New pvt. housing units authorized

24. Value of new orders, mack and equip.

- 120

J 100

-I 160

150

140

130

120

110

J 100

0 +6 +12 + 18 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance11 (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 1), the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3* or more (series 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following ihe specific trough month is set at *100'.
1See appendix table B for "spec!fie"dates.
2 For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date has been selected
tentatively.
Latest data plotted: Series 9- May; Series 1, 24, 29'- June.Digitized for FRASER 

http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

July 1962



CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

53

Percent of specific trough Jevels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series*

Index

170

160

150

140

130

120

110

13. New business incorporations

Specific trough dates

200p

180 -

140

120

100 L

\ f
V

19. Stock prices, 500 common stocks

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958;

1954.... 1961

17. Price per unit of labor cost

23, Industrial materials prices

-105

J100

200

190

180

170

160

150

140

130

120

110

J100

0 +6 -H2 -M8 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a 'months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2* (series 19, 23), the figure for the specific trough
is set at * 100" For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 13,17), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
xSee appendix table B for 'specific" dates,
Latest data plotted; Series 13 , May; Series 17, 19, 23 - June.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»G>n.

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

|nc|cx 41. Employ*** in nonog. establishments

115

no

105

100

-Specific trough dates

135 r

130

125

120

115

no

105

100 L

Specific trough levels

47. Industrial production

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949 T958
1954.... 1961

43. Unemployment rate (inverted)

1 1 1 I t I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I t I \ _

49. GNP, current dollars

Index
280

260
240

220

200

180

160

140

120

-1 100

135

130

125

120

115

no

105

100

0 +6 -H2 +18 +24 +30 0 ~ +6T +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (M*CD) of 'T or "21 (series 41, 43, and 47), the figure for tlie spe
cific trough is set at "100". For quarterly series (series 49), the specific trough quarter is set at "100*.

See appendix table B for "specific" dates.

Latest data plotted: Series 41, 43, 47-June. Series 49 - 2nd Q 1962.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Index

115

no

105

100

130 r

125

120

115

110

105

100 L

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Bank debits outside N.Y.C*
Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949 1958
1954 o . . . 1961——

54. Soles of retail stores

i t I i i I i i I i i I i i I i I 1 i i I . i I i i I i »

52. Personal income

Index

135

130

125

120

115

110

105

-1 100

53. Lobor income, industrial

I I I 1 I I 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 I 1 I I I 1 I t

140

130

120

no

-1100

0 +30+6 +12 +18 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance11 (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 52, 53), the figure for the specitic
trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 51, 54), the average of the specific trough
month, fhe monfh preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".
*See appendix table B for "specific" dates.
2Based on tentative specific trough date for 1961 expansion.
Latest data plotted: June.
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52 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Specific trough dates X identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949 - 1958 ----
1954 o . . o 1961 -

1. Average workweek, manufacturing

9. Construction contracts, comm. and indus.2

Index

105

100 L

-\ - 140

- 120.

J 100

29. New pvt. housing units authorized

24. Value of new orders, mock and equip.

200 r-

180

160

140

120

100 L

-1 160

150

140

130

120

110

100

0 +6 -H2 + 18 -f24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 4-24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or M2" (series 1), the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of *3" or more (series 9, 24, 29), the average of the specific trough month, the month
preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100'.
1See appendix table B for "specific"dates.
2 For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown; the 1961 specific trough date has been selected
tentatively.
Latest data plotted: Series 9~ June; Series 1, 24, 29- July.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

53

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Index

170

160 _

150 -

140

130

120

110

100 L-

13. New business incorporations

Specific trough dates

200r

180

160

140

120

100 L

19. Stock prices, 500 common stocks

_L I ! I I I > I I 1

Specific trough dates1 identified
with reference trough dates in-

1949 1958

1954.... 1961

17. Price per unit of labor cost

23. Industrial materials prices

110

-»100

+300 +6 +-12 -H8 +24 +30 0 +6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

For series'with a 'months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2* (series 19, 23), the figure for the specific trough
is set at '100". For series wifh an MCD of "3" or more (series 13, 17), the average of the specific trough month, the
month preceding the spec! fie trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100*.
1See appendix table B for "specific" dates.

Latest data plotted: Series 13 - June; Series 17, 19, 23- July.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Index

115

41. Employees in nonag. establishments

110

105

100

: Specific trough dates

135r

130

125

120

115

110

105

100

Specific trough levels

47. indy_slrial production

Specific trough dates identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949 1958
1954.... 1961

43. Unemployment rate (inverted)

t I I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i

54. Soles of retail stores

Index

280

260
240

220

200

180

160

140

120

-hoo

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

115

110

105

-MOO

^ +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 41, 43, and 47), the figure for the
specific trough is set at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more (series 54), the average of the specific trough
month, the month preceding the specific trough month, and the month following the specific trough month is set at "100".

1See appendix table B for "specific" dates.
Latest data plotted: July.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

55

Percent of specific trough levels measured 1 to 30 months after specific
trough dates in 4 recent expansions, for selected series.

Index

135 -

130 -

125

120

115

110

105

100

49. GNP, current dollars

-^-Specific trough dates

130 p

125

120

115

110

105

100

Specific trough levels

Y '

52. Personal income

Specific trough dates l identified
with reference trough dates in--

1949 1958
1954 o.. . 1961

50. 6HP, 1954 dollars

I i I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i I i i

, 53. Labor income, industrial

Index
130

125

120

115

110

105

100

-,150

140

130

120

110

100

+6 +12 -1-18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2" (series 52, 53), the figure for the specific
trough is set at "100". For quarterly series (series 49, 50), the specific trough quarter is set at "100".
1 See appendix table B for "specific" dates.
Latest data plotted: Series 49, 50 • 2nd Q 1962. Series 52, 53 -July.
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52 Cyclical Patterns

CHART 5 COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949

1954

Index

120 -

*100

I I I I I I I I I M I I I M I I I I I I M M I

- Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek,
prod, workers, mfg.

I

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip, indus.

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

I I i I I I I M 1 I J I I I I I I l i I I I I

-<- Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
indus. bldgs.3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits

Index

- 120

100*

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

53

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949

1954

Index

150 r

140 -

140

120

MOO

[ 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

-<- Specific trough dates

19. Stock prices, 500 /%"
common stocks

I I \ I I I I 1 I I l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

[ I I I I I I T I I I T IT I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I

•<- Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit oi
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

Index

115

110

105

100*

200

180

160

140

120

100*

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l i I I I i l l I i l I I I
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

iSee appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949
1954

Index
115

110

105

*100

135

130

125

120

115

110

105

*100

f I I I I I I T n i l M M I I M I I M M

-<- Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonagri.

establishments

47. Industrial production

M I I I I I I i M
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

1 I 1 1 I I I I I I I 1 M I M I I I I I I 1

-<- Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted ]

54. Sates of retail stores .*,„-. .<

1 I I M I I I M i l i

Index

115

110

105

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

^See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949

1954

Index
135

130

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

130

125

120

115

110

105

*100

I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I l I I i I I

-<- Specific trough dates

49. GNP in current dollars

52. Personal income

ill
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

1 I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I Ml I r ( M i l l
I I I I

—<- Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg., and construction

Index

130

125

120

115

110

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100*. MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

iSee appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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52 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949

1954

1958
1961

Index

105

200 r

180

160

120

MOO -

F 1 1 I I I ! I I I I I M I ITTTI 1 1 i

—*- Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek,
prod, workers, mfg. _

24. Mfrs/ new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

! I I { I | I I 1 I I I I I M M I I I I I 1

-<- Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
indus. bldgs.3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits '

Index

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of *1" or *2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at *100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measure^ from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949
1954

Index

110-

*100

200

180

160

140

120

MOO

1958
1961

\A/\

11 I 1 1 I I I 1 1 | i I I I I 1 J I 11 I | i I

-<- Specific trough dates

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

TJ1 Index

100*

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

- 120

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of *1" or *2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100"* For series with on MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C-

l$ee appendix B for specific dates.
2$ee table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of~

1949
1954

Index
US

no

105

MOO L

135

130

125

120

115

110

105

"100

f III 1 I I I l 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I M I I i i i I |

—<- Specific trough dates

41* Employees in nonagri.
establishments

47. Industrial production

I I I 1 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I M I I M I I I M
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

I I I I I [ 1 i 1 I i i i i i i \ i i i i i i | i 1 1 \ I

•<- Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate/ total
[inverted]

Index

100*

I I 1 I 1 I I M i M 1 I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I j I

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

* Spec) fie trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MOD) of "1" or M2*, the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*4 For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

!$ee appendix B for specific dates.
2$ee table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later* Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949

1954

1958

1961 "

Index
135

130

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

130 r

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M H I

•<- Specific trough dates

49. GNP in current dollars

52. Personal income

I | I 1 1 I 1 l 1 l 1 I.I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I i
0 +6 +12 +18 + $ 4 + 3 0

Months from specific troughs

I I I I I M I 1 1 I I i 1 1 I I I I I I I 1 I

-<- Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg., and construction

Index

130

125

120

115

110

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of M" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

!See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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52 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of~

1949

1954

1958

1961

Index

105

120 -

*100

I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I | I

—<- Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek,
prod, workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs/ new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus. 1

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

1 I I II I I M I I I M I I I I I M I I I I I II I I

-<- Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
indus. bldgs.3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.

Index

- 120

100*

-.160

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown. For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in

table 1.
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CHART S

Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of--

1949

1954

Index

150

140

130

140

120

*100

Specific trough dates

13. New business /
incorporations ^

19. Stock prices, 500 /%

common stocks

1 1 1 1 1 1
+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

I I 1 1 1 ( 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ) l l l I l l I l l
I I I

-<- Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

I I I I I I I II 1 I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M

index

115

110

105

100*

200

180

160

140

120

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of--

1949

1954

1958
1961

Index
115

110

105

*100

135

130

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

1 1 | 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 1 T | 1 1

e Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonagri.^
establishments

47. Industrial production

I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

IndexI I t I I I M I I 1 M 1 I! I I I I I I I I I I I I

Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted]

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance1' (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

iSee appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949
1954

1958
1961

I I II I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I | M M I I

Specific trough dates

MOO

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

T
• Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg., and construction

I I 1 I I I I I 1 I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I M I

Index

130

125

120

115

110

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

* Spec! fie trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "1", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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52 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of--

1949
1954

Index TIT I T ] IT I M M I I I I I I I I M M I

-<- Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek,
prod, workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip, indus.

-«/? </ v \
///<: v

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I

-<- Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
indus. bldgs.

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits

Index

100*

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown. For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in

table 1.
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949
1954

Index

150

140

130

120

110

*100

200

180

160

140

120

*100

I f 1 1 1 I I I II I I I I I I 1 1 I 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 I

•<- Specific trough dates

13. New business /
incorporations /

\ /i /
V

19. Stock prices, 500 /*•"
common stocks

. 1 . . . . . I . . . . . I
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

! II | I I I I I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I

•<- Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l i 1 I I I

Index

115

110

105

100*

200

180

160

140

120

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

'Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C-

ISee appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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54

CHART S

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949
1954

1958
1961

Index
115

110

105

*100

135

130

125

120

115

110

105

*100

(I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I

-<- Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonagri.^
establishments

47. Industrial production

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Ill
+6 +12 +18 +24

Months from specific troughs
+30

Indexi i i I i I i i i i i i i i i i i i i i I i i i I i i i i i

Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
verte

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at *100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949

1954 •—•

Index
135

130

125

120

115

110

105

*100

130 r

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

I 1 1 I 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I 1 1 i I

-<- Specific trough dates

49. GNP In current dollars

52. Personal income

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

I I I I I | I I I I I I i I M I I I I I I I I i I I I

•<- Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg.f and construction

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Index

130

125

120

115

110

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

* Sped fie trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or *2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of M3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at M100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
^or the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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52 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 —
1954 —•

1958

1961

Index

lOii

MOO

T U I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I | I I I IT]

-< Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek,
prod, workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs, new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus

120 -

*100 L,

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

n i t i n i TI i T I 1 1 n 1 1 1 H 1 1 1 rn i

-̂ - Specific trough dotes

9, Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
Indus, bldgs.3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits

Index

100*

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100", For aeries with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown. For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in

table 1.Digitized for FRASER 
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

53

PERIOD COVERED
»"/ 1 2rrr^jn specific trough dotes to 30 months later. Speci-

fic^ trough dotes are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949
1954

Index

13. New business
incorporations

I I I I I I I I I M I I I M ll I I I 1 I I I I I I I I

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

n i M I T \ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

- Specific trough dates

17* Price per unit of
labor cost

23' Industrial materials
prices

Index

115

110

105

100*

200

180

160

140

120

100*

I 1 I I I I I I I I ] I I H I ! I M M I I M I I I

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". VCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

CHART 5 COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS. -Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949

1954

1958

1961

I I I I H I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M

Specific trough dates

41. Employees in
establishments

MOO L~

1 j I I i I I I 1 I I 1 I I I I M I 1 ( M h M i I I
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

IndexI I I I M I I I I I I

- Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rote, total
[inverted]

- 105

100*

1 I M 1 I M 1 i M I I I M I I I M I I M M I

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level* For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "I* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*, F:or series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered* on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly serie^ the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

appendix B for specific dates.
table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949
1954

Index
135

130

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

130 r

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

I I 1 I I I I ITTTi MM |MT T1

•<- Specific trough dates

49. GNP in current dollars

52. Personal income

1 I I . I I j 1 1 I I I M M I I M I I 1 1 M M i
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

I I I I \TT \ I I I I 1 I ITT I 1 I I I M I I I I I

-<- Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg.r and construction

Index

130

125

120

115

110

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100*

I I 1 1 1 I I I M [ 1 M I 1 I 1 I I 1 I 1 1 I I I M
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or *2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at MOO*. For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100*. MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
^or the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table !„
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52 Cyclical Patterns

CHART COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED
1 2

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dotes each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

Index

105

100

200

180

160

140

120

100

1949
1954 **»**•»•••.

1958
1961

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 run MTU I T 1 1 1

-<- Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek;
prod, workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs/ new orders,
mach. and equip, indus.

I I I I I I I M I I I M I I I I I I I I I I 1 I
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

I I I I I I IT! I I I Ml I III I

<- Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
Indus, bldgs.3

- i r r r

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits

I I 1 I I I I I I I M I I I t I 1 I I M I I I I I I I

Index

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100", For series with an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month Is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown. For the current cycle, changes ore based on the low (L) shown in

table 1.
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Cyclical Patterns 53

CHART 5 COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED
1 2

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of--

Index

150

140

130

120

110

100

200

180

160

140

120

'100

1949
1954 ••*.*•••>•*

1958
1961

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 FT in T i M 1 1 1

- Specific trough dates

13. New business '
incorporations /

\ .
\!

A
I

•-. •. * .»•

19. Stock prices, 500 /'
common stocks

1 i 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M i M 1
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

1 I 1 I I I M I M M I I I I I I ) M I I I ITT

-<- Specific trough dotes

17. Price per unit of

labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

i 1 1 1 1 h i i 1 1 1 M i i i i i 1 1 i 1 1 n t

Index

-.115

110

105

100*

n 200

140

- 120

100<

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED
1 2

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of»

1949
1954 i •• ••

1958
1961

Index
115

110

105

100

135

130

125

120

115

110

105

100

TIT 1 1 1 1 M ( 1 1 1 nrr 11 m [ M m

—<- Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

47. Industrie! production

I I I I I 1 1 I I I I 1 I I I M I M I I I I I I M I

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

43. Unemployment rote, total
[inverted ]

I I I I I Ml I I I ! M I I I I I I I I I 1 !! M I

-<- Specific trough dates

54. Sales of retail stores
:•••»•.; \

I I I I I I I I 1 I I I 1 I I I I M i I I I I I I M I

Index

280

240

115

110

105

1CXV

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of *1* or *2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

CHART COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED
1 2

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

Index
135

130

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

130 r

105-

100

1949
1954

1958
1961

49. GNP In current dollars

TTTITTTTTlI [ IMI 1 11 I I I

-<- Specific trough dates

52. Personal income

I I 1 I t I I t 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 I I
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

1 NII I IITTTI I 1 I I| I I I I 1

-<- Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg., and construction

I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I l I I I I I I I I

Index

130

125

120

115

no

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100<

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the overage of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set of "100*. For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

l$ee appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
^For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table K
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.
..̂ MMM^^B^H^MMMIiMMÎ ^^^^^HMiWM îMMRî l̂̂ ^HMMMMW^MHM^^^B^^^^^^MMMIHBBa î̂ ^HHIIIIHMMaMiMMMMMHMMM*

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of~

1949
1954

1958
1961

Index

105 -

f 1 1 I I I I I I 1 1 I i

<- Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek,
prod, workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs,1 new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

1 I I I I | I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I J I I

-̂ - Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
indus. bldgs.

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits Jt

Index

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown. For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in

table 1.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949

1954

Index

150

140

130

120

110

MOO

200

180

160

140

120

MOO

1958

1961

Specific trough dates

13. New business '
incorporations j

\/v •

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

I i I I I I I 1 I I I I I M 1 I I I M I <

-<- Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1I H I i 1 1 i 1 1 i 1 1

Index

-.115

110

105

100*

200

180

160

140

120

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with on MCD of "3" or more, the overage of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C-

^See appendix 6 for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS.-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949

1954

1958 —
1961

Index
115

110

105

*100

130 r

125

12Q

115

no

105

MOO

1 1 I 1 1 I 1 I 1 1 I i I I I I I I I I I I | I ( MI I

-<- Specific trough dates

41. Employees tn nonagri.^
establishments

47. Industrie! production

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

I I 1 } I I M I I 1 I I II II I 1

•<- Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted]

54. Sales of retail stores

Index

280
260
240
220
200

180

160

140

120

100*

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or '2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3">or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

iSee appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS~Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of»

1949
1954

Index
135

130

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

130 r

125

120

115

110

105

*100

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M M I

- Specific trough dates

49. GNP in current dollars

52. Personal income

1 M I M I I I I I I I I l I
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

I I I I I 1 1 1 I I 1 I t I I I I i f I I t IE I I I

-<- Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg,, and construction

Index

130

125

120

115

110

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100*

1 I I I I M M I I M I I I I I I M I I M I I I I

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level, for series with a 'months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or *2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at " 100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

ISee appendix B for specific dotes.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.

T^or the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table !„Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Cyclical Patterns 53

CHART 5 COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Corv.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949

1954

1958

1961

Index

105

200 r

120 -

MOO

I I I 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I M i I

-<- Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek,
prod, workers, mfg.

i

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus.

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

TT I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I

-<- Specific trough date*

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
Indus, bldgs.3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits jl

Index

- 120

100*

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

* Spec! fie trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown. For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in

table 1.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949

1954

Index

150

140

130

120

110

MOO

200

180

160

T40

120

*100

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I M I I

•<- Specific trough dates

13. New business '
incorporations /

\/v

19. Stock prices, 500 /*•"
common stocks

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

TTl IT [ M IT I j l I I II I I I

-<- Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

I I I I I I I i I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I j

Index

110

105

100*

200

180

160

140

120

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C«

3-See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949

1954

1958

1961

Index
115

110

105

[ I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I

-<- Specific trough dates

41. Employees in
establishments

105 -

MOO

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

T
- Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted ]

54. Sales of retail stores

Index

280
260
240
220
200

180

160

140

120

100*

-1120

- 105

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

* Spec! fie trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "I" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

l$ee appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Coit.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949

1954

1958
1961

Index
135

130

125

120

115

110

105

*100

130 r

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

1 1 I 1 1 I I I 1 1 I I I i I I I I I 1 1

•<- Specific trough dates

49. GNP in current dollars

52. Personal income

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

I I [ I I I I I i M I i I I I I I I I I I I I M I I

-<- Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg., and construction

Index

130

125

120

115

110

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100*

I I I I I I I I I I I I i I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

ASee appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
^or the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Corr.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough datesSo 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of--

1949

1954

1958
1961

Index

105

MOO

( I { I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I i I 1 1 I I I I i I 1 1

-<- Specific trough dates

1. Ava. workweek,
prod, workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs,* new orders,
mach. and equip, indus.

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

i i t 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 i n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M i
-<- Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
tndus. bldgs.3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits ,1

Index

100*

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or *2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

l$ee appendix B for specific dates.
2$ee table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown. For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in

tnKU 1.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE: PATTERNS-.Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months (ifter each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of--

1949
1954

Index

120

110

*100

200

180

160

140

120

MOO

M i in n i i n I I 1 1 1 1
Specific trough dates

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

I I I I I I I I I I I
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

/

23. Industrial materials
prices

Index

115

110

105

100*

200

180

160

140

120

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*$pecific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at *100\ MCD numbers are shown in appendix C-

3-See appendix B for specific dhtes®
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of

each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 30 months later. Speci-
fic trough dotes are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of»

1949

1954

1958

1961

I I I I II I I ! I I I I I I I I I 1 M

t- Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

105 -

MOO

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

Index1 I I I M I I I II I I I I f

-<- Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted]

100*

1 1 I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 I
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level* For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "I" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

3-See appendix B for specific dotes.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough date of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months aftor each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949

1954

Index
135

130

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

130 r

125

120

115

110

105

*100

Specific trough dates

49. GNP In current dollars

52. Personal income

i i M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 h 1 1 1 1
+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

1 I U I I I M 1 M I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I I
l i l t

-*- Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg., and construction

I I I I I I I I

Index

130

125

120

115

110

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100". For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.

"Tor the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1.Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels meosured from the specific trough dote of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of**

1949

1954

1958
1961 ——~

index

105

1. Avg. workweek,
prod, workers, mfg.

120 -

*100

Specific trough dates

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus. I

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

I I

Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and
Indus, bldgs.3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits ,1

Index

100*

100*

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

'Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of T or *2", the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100". MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

--See appendix B for specific dates.
2$ee table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown. For the current cycle, changes ore based on the low (L) shown in

table 1.
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54

[CHART s

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough dote of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates ore the dates each series actually begins
the expansion Identified with the reference trough of«

1949
1954

Index

120

110

*100

200

180

160

140

120

MOO

1958
1961

11 II I I I 1 I I nUTTI ITT ITj PI

•*- Specific trough dates

19. Stock prices. 500 /***
common stocks

LJJj I I I I I KIM
+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

[ i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ITT i M T 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n n 11

•<- Specific trough dates

23. Industrial materials
prices

Index

200

180

160

120

100*

i l l I i I H I I I I 1 I I 1 I I I I M I I p I I t I
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30

Month* from spoolflc troughs

'Specific trough level. For series with o "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of "1* or *2*, the figure for the specific trough is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month Is set at "100". For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter Is set at "100*. MCD numbers are shown in appendix C.

*$•» appendix B for specific dates.
2$e« table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough dote of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

55

PERIOD COVERED

Fre^n specific trough dates1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion identified with the reference trough of»

1949

1954
1958
1961 ——

I I M M I I H I I M II I I I I I M I I I M H

Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonogri.
establishments

+6 +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

43* Unemployment rote, total
[inverted]

I 1 t I I ! 1 I I 1 I I I M 1 I I I! I

- Specific trough dates

54. Sales of retail stores
I

| I I I | | | I j 1 j 1 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I

Index

-1120

-105

100*

0 +* +12 +18 +24
Months from specific troughs

+30

^Specific trough level. For series with a 'months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough Is set
at "100*. For series with an MCD of "3* or more, the overage of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month U set at "100*. For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set at "100*, MCD numbers are shown in appendix C

*•$*» appendix B for specific dotes.
2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels measured from the specific trough dote of
each series in 4 recent expansions to 30 months after each specific trough.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dotes1 to 30 months later.2 Speci-
fic trough dates are the dates each series actually begins
the expansion Identified with the reference trough of»

1949

1954

Index
135

130

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

130r

125

120

115

110

105

MOO

nmiMmrrTTIinnTnmi
-*- Specific trough dates

49. GNP In current dollars

52* Personal income

t i i i l 11 i U11 i n i I l I M 11 i
46 +12 +18 424 430
Months from specific troughs

n i M [ t f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M i 1 1 1 1 1 1

-*- Specific trough dotes

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income In mining,
mfg., and construction

Index

130

125

120

115

110

105

100*

150

140

130

120

110

100*

M 1 1 1 I M t I I I 1 I I I I I i I i l 1 I I I I I I I
0 46 412 418 424 430

Months from specific troughs

'Specific trough level* For series with o "months for cyclical dominance* (MCO) of *1" or "2*, the figure for the specific trough f s set
at "TOO*. For series with an MCO of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month Is set ot "100"* For
quarterly series, the specific trough quarter 1s set at "100*, MCD numbers ore shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates.
2See table 1 for latest month In current period. Percent changes for this month and the comparable months after th* specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown In table 9.
^or the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown fn table 1,Digitized for FRASER 
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

53

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dotes are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-*

- 1949 ---- 1958

• 1954 - 1961

I f i l l Mil I I II I | Mi l II III! I

•^-Specific trough dotes

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs/ new orders,
mach. and equip, indus.

MOO

1 I 1 I I I I I 1 1 1 1 I T I I I I I I T 1 I I I I I T t| I M M I I 1 I | | I

-<-Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and Indus,
bldgs. 3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits }

ll

s

i'W
J

HI ill mi ill ii nl ii M ilimili inilnml
+36 +42

Index

-1120

100*

160

150

140

130

120

110

100*

+12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 + 6 + 1 2 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough i* set at "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter Is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the tow (L) shown in table 1. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3- term moving average is shown.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions, Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actualty begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 1958
1954 1961

Index

160

150

140

130

120

110

200

180

160

140

120

MOO

I III I j l l l l Ml I I I III I II II Ml I II [II I III Ml II

-^-Specific trough dates

13. New business Incorpo-
rations

/^ A/ V'VLA

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

ILL 111 Ml

-Specific trough dotes

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

+6 +42

Index

120

115

no

105

100*

+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series wfth a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is sef at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

MOO

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dotes to 42 months later,2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

-1954 ^1961

1 1 1 1 1 i MI in ii 1 1 t in UN ii u in i in M 1 1
•<-Specific trough dates

+6 + 12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs

+42

Index

- no

I I I I I I I I I I I I ( I 1 I I I M I I I I I I I 1 M I I 1 I I 1 f I I | | I

-^-Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonagri,
establishments

100

+12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of T or "2*, the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C,

^ee appendix B for specific dotes. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period; Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dotes to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dotes each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

Index

140 r-

130 -

120

110

100

UOr

140

130

120

110

MOO

[irrjiMMiiTiimirrr IMM HIM
-Specific trough dates

GNP in current dollars

52. Personal income

minium LLI

i riiii i i r '
•<-Specific trough dotes

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg., and construction

100*

+36 +420 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Speci'?lc trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter Is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are ba$ed on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dotes to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dotes are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

— 1949 1958
1954 1961

Index

*100

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m 1 1 1 f 1 1
•<~Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip, indus.

*100

9. Construction contracts

awarded, comm. and Indus,

bldgs.

29. New pvt. housing units

authorized, loco* bldg.
permits I

- 110

100*

+12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

'Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set

ot "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C,
!$ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific

troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1. For the 1949 and 1958

cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown*
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54 Cyclical Patterns

CHART 5

Index

160 -

200

180

160

140

120

*100

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for eoch expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates ore the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

— 1949
1954

1958
1961

-Specific trough dotes

13. New business incorpo-
rations

TNTM

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

i ill m ill M iiliii iilnml in nli mil

TT T i l l I ITTI [ T FI I I I I M l I j i i I i I I M I I I I I I I I ) ]

«<-Specific trough dotes

17* Price per unit of
lobor cost

+6 +42

lnd«x

+12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with o "months for cyciicol dominance" (MCD) of T or T,the figure for the specific trough is set ot "100". For series witfi
an MCD of "3" or more, the overage of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter ts set
at "TOO1*. MCD values are shown in appendix C

'See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Index
300 r

120 -

MOO

120r

115

110

*100

Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion,

PERIOD COVERED I '" '"I I1 ' " '"I I lnde«

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

M l l t l l l ] | I I 1 1 | III 1 1 I I I I I 1 1 I I 1 1 I I I I

•-Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted ]

vxw. ••-•' v\

/VV

54. Sales of retail stores '\

-|115

-110

41. Employees in nonagr
establishments

105

100

0 +6 +11 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C

*See appendix B for specific dotes. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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56

CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compered for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific'trough date1 of each series for each expansion,

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dotes are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 1958
1954 — 1961

Index

140 r

130

120

no

100
150

140

130

120

110

*100

49

I 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 I ( I t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i ( I [ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-(-Specific trough dates

GNP in current dollars

52. Personal income

I M I I |M I I I I I I MI Il II 1 i I I M I l| 1 T 1 1 I II I T T I T

-^-Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in minfna,
mfg,, and construction

mill mi ilii inln M i l t imli i nil

Index

140

130

120

no

100*

-,170

160

150

140

130

120

no

100*

+420 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter Is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C*

lSee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions ore shown in table 9, 3For the current cycle, changes ore based on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

Index

110

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 1958
1954 1961

105

*100

I 1 1 1 III Ml 1 1 1 1 1 I IIIIII 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I 1 1

-^-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus

MOO

-Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and indus.
bldgs. 3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits I

+42

Index

- no

100*

+12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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Index

160

150

140

130

120

110

*100

200

180

160

140

120

*100

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

1954 1961

TTI I I I I I I I ITT I Ml NT Ml TT ITT ITTTTTIJT m M

-^-Specific trough dates

13. New business incorpo-
rations /*V

/ W LA

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

M ITT1TT I T

-Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

+420 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at " 100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

CHART 5| COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 —1958
-1954 1961

Index
300 r

280-

M 11 I I 1 1 1 I I 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I

•<-Specific trough dates

*100

Index

-1115

-no

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I M I I I I

•<-Specific trough dotes

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

100

+42+18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

'Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2Se« table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Index

140 r-

130 -

120

110

*100

150

140

130

120

110

*100

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 1958
«...«.... 1954 — 1961

49

Illlllllll III II ! I IMIII I III! I I I I 1 1 III M i l l

•^-Specific trough dates

GNP in current dollars

52. Personal income

l i ini l

II I I M II I I III M ITT MM I IT I M I I I I I I I I I M I I I

-*-Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in minfng,
mfg., and construction

+420 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the overage of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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Index

110 r

105

*100

Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

I I I I I I I I I I III I I I II I M I I I I I I I I I M I I II I II I I |

•<-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip, indus

I II I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I

-<-Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and indus.
bldgs. 3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits I

+36 +42

Index

- 120

TOO*

-i!60

-150

100

+ 1 2 + 1 8 + 2 4 + 3 0 + 3 6 + 4 2 0 + 6 + 1 2 + 1 8 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2', the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2$ee table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

MnTMTrm M U M urn mi i 1 1 1 rrri ri 11
-Specific trough dates

13. New business incorpo-
rations

••
19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

1 1 i 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r i i i i I i M i 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-<-Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

+6 +42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100*. MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

100

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

• 1954 1961

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted]

Index

-{115

- MO

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

-105

100*

+42

i i i i i l i i i i i l i i i i i l i i i i l i n i i i l i i i i i l i m i l
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42

Months from specific troughs
+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2*,the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

I I II I I III I I II I I I III II MM I

-<-Specific trough dates

I II I I I M I II 11 I I I I I I I I I I I M I I 1

-<-Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in minfng,
mfg., and construction

i i i i i l i i i i i l i i i i i l i i i i i l n in l i i i i i l n i i
+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series w
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is s
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specii
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

53

*ioo

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later. Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

M i l l M i l l I II I I III! II I l l l II II I I I

•^-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip, indus.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I M I I I I I I II I

•<-Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and indus.
bldgs. 3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits I

/I

+42

Index

100*

160

150

100

+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later. Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

1954 1961

Mil I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I I I

-<-Specific trough dates

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

+420 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100*. MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

| CHART 5 |j COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

Index
300

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
. 1954 1961

I I I I Ml I II III I I ! I IMM II I II I II II I I l|l

Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted ]

Index

-[115

- 110

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

+36 +42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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CHART 5

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later. Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

Index

140 r-

130 -

120

110

*1QO

150 -

140 -

130 -

120 -

110

*100

Ml I II I II IN II I I l l l l l II I I I ! II

<-Specific trough dates

49. GNP in current dollars

I I III III II

52. Personal income

I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I II MINN I l l l l l l l l l l l l

MT1 MTmT
-Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg., and construction

ill l l l l l l l lI I I I I I 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 l l 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I l l 1 1

Index

140

130

120

110

100*

-,170

160

150

140

130

120

TIC

100*

+6 +36 +42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2*, the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific'trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

i m i urn I m mm nun ii m 1 1 1 1 MI i
-<-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip, indus.

MOO

iTi m IT I rn 1 1 1 r

-Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and indus.
bldgs. 3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits I

tnde

100'

160

150

- 110

100s*

+36 +42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 + 6 + 1 2 + 1 8 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

JSee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9* 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion,

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dotes each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

— 1949 1958
1954 1961

begins

Index

160 •

150 -

140

130

120

110

200

180

160

UO

120

*100

i imi i imi i ii i i i 1
-<=Specific trough dates

13. New business incorpo-
rations **\r ^

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

1 I I 1 I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I mill M i l l Ml
+420 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 + 6 + 1 2 + 1 8 +24 +30 +36

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific troug'.i level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD)'of T or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

JSee appendix El for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period* Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

CHART 5 COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Index
300 r

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later. Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of--

1949 1958

1954 1961

begins

I MM If II I I II I I t i l l I

•<-Specific trough dates

Index

1115

- no

41. Employees in nonagri
establishments

+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" {MCD) of "1* or "2",the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "1001*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100*. MCD values are shown in appendix C.

lSee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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140r

130 -

120

no

*100

150

140

130

120

no

*100

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the spec!fie'trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 1958
1954 1961

I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 III 1 1 ! I I 1 1 1 I I I M 1 1 1 1 II! I I I I 1 1 1 1 1

-<=Specific trough dates

49. GNP in current dollars

52. Personal income

mill

H l [ M l i l | | M I I T I I Ft I

—'^-Specific trough dates

53. Labor fncome in mining,
mfg., and construction

n 1 1 1 1 1 M i • I n i n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 H I
o +426 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance11 (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values ore shown in appendix C

See appendix B for specific dotes* 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle/ changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

Index

110 r

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dotes to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dotes each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 1958
1954 1961

105

100

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II I I I M I I I 1 1 1 1 ! 1 1 I I 1 M M M i l l

-^-Specific trough dotes

K Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs/ new orders,
moch. and equip. Indus.

"TmT irTT
-Specific trough dates

9, Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and Indus.
bldgs. 3

29. New pvr. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits I

Index

100'

160

150

+36 +42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) ofT or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100", For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2$ee table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later. Specific
trough dates are the dotes eoch series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of»

1949 1958
1954 1961

Index

no -

MOO

200

180

160

UO

120

*100

I i I I I I M 1 1 1 [ 1 1 1 I I I 1 1 1 1 1 1

-^-Specific trough dates

13. New business incorpo
rations

Ml 1 1 1 1 M M I

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

ml

M I I M M 1 I M I I I U I I M | I | I I 1 I I | I I M I | I I I I

•<-Specific trough dates

+420 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of "1* or "2*, the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter Is i»t
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C*

*$ee appendix B for specific dates. 2$ee table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
-1954 1961

begins

Index

III III Ml I I I I I II I II I II I I I II I I III I I I I

Specific trough dates

43. Unemploymenf rote, total
[inverted ]

I l l l l M i l l 1 1 1 I I M i l l I I I ) MM M i l l

-110

I I 1 I I I 1 I I I I I II I I I I I 1 1 I I I I ' I 1 I

•<-Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonogri.
establishments

+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2Se« table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions .are shown tn table 9.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Index

140 -

130 -

120

no

*ioo

150

uo

130

T20

no

*ioo

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compered for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dotes each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 1958

1954 1961

49

i ITFTI11rrmTT iTmTi i i rri i 11 nil
-^-Specific trough dates

GNP in current dollars

52.

i i i i i l i nn mill i il in i il i n ill

I T II [ I I I Mil I I n ] I I T'f I I T 1 TT FlTTl T I I I ( I \ ] J

*-Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

53. Labor income in mi rung,
mfg., and construction

n n i l i i i i i l i n n l i n i i l i t i n l
+6 +42+U +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 O +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of *1" or *2%the figure for the S|>ecific trough !$ set ot "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "TOO". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dotes. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after th» specific
troughs of previous expansions ore shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle* changes ore based on the low (U) shown in table U
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

MM MI 1 1 1 MI ii i mill ii mi ii IN i ill 1 1 1 i
-<-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip, indus.

I I I I I I I I I I 11 I I I I I I I I I I I i I I I I I I M I I I I i I I

6-Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and indus.
bldgs. 3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits I

/I

Index

100*

+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949
1954

1958

I II I I l l l l l III I I I III Ml I I I I II I I II I I III II I I I

-^-Specific trough dates

13. New business incorpo-

rations

19. Stock prices, 500

common stocks

I l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

•-Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

+42

Index

120

115

no

105

100

100^

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the

expansion identified with the reference trough of—

I I I I l|l III III I I I III III I I I II I I

I < Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total

MOO

+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series witl
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is se
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs' of previous expansions are shown in table 9.

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

Specific, trough dates

41. Employees in nonagri.
establ i shments

I M i l l I II II I 1 1 I I Ml III! M i l l
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Cyclical Patterns 57

40 -

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

ini nil i i ii 1 1 i in i i in i u i i 1 1 M I in i
^-Specific trough dates

53. Labor income in minfng,
mfg., and construction

+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 1 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later. Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

•1949 1958
• 1954 1961

Mi l l HIM I MM

•<-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus

Index

+6

9. Construction contracts
awarded, cotnm. and indus.
bidgs. '

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits I

+36 +42-1-12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

I l l i l l l l l im I I I III M Ml III I ! I Ml I Ml III I I

-<-Specific trough dates

13. New business incorpo-

rations /~\

/ * ' \

! \A" LA

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

-1-42

Index

0 + 6 + 1 2 + 1 8 + 2 4 + 3 0 + 3 6 + 4 2 0 + 6 + 1 2 + 1 8 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Index

300 r

105 -

MOO

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

begins

Index

-1115

- 110

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

100*

+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

^ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 57

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Index

140 r-

130 -

120

110

100

150

140

130

120

110

MOO

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

•• 1954 1961

49

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I Ml I I

-<-Specific trough dates

GNP in current dollars

52. P.ersonal income

I l l l l l l l l l l LLLJ L1J I l l l l l l
+6

53. Labor income in mining,
mfg., and construction

+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 + 6 + 1 2 + 1 8 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2*, the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2.
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54 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later. Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
• 1954 1961

begins

I INI MM I I II I I I Ml II III I I I II I I III II I I

•<-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,

workers, mfg

24. Mfrs/ new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus

+36 +42

lnde>

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and indus.
bldgs.3

29. New pvt. housing units
authorized, local bldg.
permits

II

+12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2",the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series witr
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

^ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

1954 1961

I I I ! I 1 I ! 1 I II I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I

-<-Specific trough dates

13. New business incorpo-
rations /~\

*' \

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ! ]

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

inn Min i ill

1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 M

-Specific trough dates

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

23. Industrial materials
prices

+42 -1-12 -1-18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs

+42

Index

120

115

no

105

100

110

100*

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3* or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes .for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Index
300

105 -

MOO

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

1954 1961

I III I M i l I I II I I I IN II INI II II I I III II I I

I—<-Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total

lnd<I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M

•<-Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

IOC

+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 + 3 6 + 4 2 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series wi
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is s
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specif
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

57

00

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

- 1949 ---- 1958

........... 1954 - 1961

begins

I III I I III I I II I I I III II III I II M I I III II I I

•^-Specific trough dates

53. Labor income in minfng,
mfg., and construction

+36 +42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 + 6 + 1 2 + 1 8 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
in MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
it "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
•roughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2,
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Cyclical Patterns 53

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

1954 1961

Ml im i l l lM II II IHMI M i l l M i l l Hil l

Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs,' new orders,
mach* and equip* Indus*

+6 +42

Indexi i i i i I i i i i i 11 i i i i 1 i i i i i i i i i i i i i ' i i i i I

<-Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and indus.
bldgs. 3

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

-105

100"

+12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con,

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compored for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dotes each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

I I I I II I I 1 I I I | I I I I I I I 1 I I 1 I I 1 I || I I M 1 I I 1 > 1 I

<-Specific trough dates

+6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2", the figure for tKe specific trough is set at M100\ For series v
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific (rough quarter is
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

lSee appendix B for specific dates, 2See table 2 for latest month In current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the spec!
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown to table 2.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

43. Unemployment rate, tptol
[inverted ]

1

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough dote1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dotes ore the dotes each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of-

1949 1958

1954 1961

Index

11 11 ! 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 I 1 1 M I I 11 11 ! I I [ 11 I i 1 1 1 I! 1 11
I I I I I I rvl

|-<~Specific trough dates

54. Sales of retail stores

i i i i i i i l i i n i l i i i i i l tm i l i i i i i lm i i l

i i r i i i i i i i i I M i i f i i r i i i i i i i i i | i i i i i i i i i i i

•^-Specific trough dates

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

47. Industrial production
I

M i l l HIM l l I I M l I I I I I I I M i l I l l l t

100*

+420 +6 + 1 2 + 1 8 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set ot "100". For series with
MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
"100*. MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
>ughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9*
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

53

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg

24. Mfrs,* new orders,
moch. and equip. Indus

Index

+6

9. Construction contracts
awarded, cooim. and Indus.
bldgs. 3

+42

-105

100*

+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific .trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

!See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (t_) shown in table 2. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving overage is shown.
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Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later. Specific
trough dotes are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

1954 1961

I 1 I I III 1 I I III II I III III I | l I ! I i | I ! I I I j l II I I | f

H-Specifk trough dates

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

1 1 1 i t 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 wi i (111 ii'iT

-^-Specific trough dates

50. GNP in 1954 dollars

52» Personal

+6 +42+12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of T or "2*, the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
on MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is s*t
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2,
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

—1949 1958
1954 1961

Index

i r v-\ /

-no

+6

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

+36 +42+18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set ot "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

lSee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 

C O M P A R ISO N S  OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

55

idex

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins 
with the specific trough dote1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 42 months later*2 Specific 
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the 
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

----------  1949 ----------  1958
----------- 1954 ----------  1961

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*  Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclica l dominance” (MCD) of *1 * or "2 ”, the figure for the specific trough is  set ot “ 100". For series with 
i M C D  of “3* or more, the averoge of the 3 months centered on the specific  trough month is  set ot “100*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quorter is  set 

MOO"* M C D  va lues are shown in appendix C«
'S e e  appendix B  for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current peried.. Percent changes for th is month and comparable months after the specific 

oughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2. For the 1949 and 1958
rcles, a 3*term moving average is  shown.
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56 Cyclical Patterns 

C O M P A R ISO N S  OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins 
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dotes to 42 months later.2 Specific 
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the 
expansion identified with the reference trough of**

----------  1949 ----------1958
..........  1954 ----------  1961

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclica l dominance" (MCD) of "1 "  or "2 ",  the figure for the specific trough is  set at **100". For series wil 
an M C D  of "3 "  or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is  set ot "100”. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is  s< 
at MOO”. M C D  values are shown in appendix C.

l See oppendix B  for specific dates. 2See toble 2 for lotest month in current period. Percent chonges for th is  month and comporoble months after the speeifi 
troughs oi: previous expansions ore shown in table 9. 3Fo r the current cycle, chonges ore based on the low (L ) shown in toble %
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C O M P A R ISO N S  OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins 
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

Cyclical Patterns 57

P E R IO D  C O V E R E D

From specific trough dates to 42 months later.2 Specific 
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the 
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

----------  1949 ----------  1958
-------- - 1954 ----------  1961

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance” (MCD) of " I "  or *2”, the figure for the specific trough is  set ot M100”. For series with 
an M CD  of "3” or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month i| set at "100”. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is  set 
at "lOO". M CD  values are shown in appendix C«

1See appendix B  for specific dotes. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months ofter the specific 
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

"100

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 45 months later.2 Specific
trough dotes are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 M 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-Specific trough dotes

1. Avg. workweek, prod,

workers, mfg

Index

24. Mfrs,' new orders,

mach. and equip. Indus

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and indus,
bldgs.3

-105

100"

+36 +420 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 + 3 6 + 4 2 0 + 6 + 1 2 + 1 8 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2",the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

^ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2* For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion,

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 45 months later. Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

+6 +42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with o "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2*, the figure for the specific trough is set ot "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100", For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100", MCD values are shown in appendix C,

l$ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2*
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Cyclical Patterns 57

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

Index
300

105 -

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series far each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 45 months later. Specific
trough dotes are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of--

II I I I I I I I I I 1 1 1 II I I I 1 I I I j I I t ) l

j— ̂ -Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted ]

Index

-1115

- no

1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42

Months from specific troughs

41. Employees in nortagri.
establishments

100*

+42-1-12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance* (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3* or more, the overage of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100", For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C

^ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

\Jndex

nor

105

*100

100L

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 45 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

index

111ITTTTTI I I I I I IITTTTI I ] MM 1 1 III l l j i 1 1 1 I | l I I

-<-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,

workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs.' new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus

M I I I 1 M I I ! I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I | I I I | M I | |

•<-Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and indus.
bldgs.3

17. Price per unit of
labor cost

+36 +42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2*, the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C«

^ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2. For the 1949 and 1958
cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS--Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 45 months later. Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

MM I I III I I II I I III I II Ml II I II I I II Ml I II Ml

•<-Specific trough dates

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

l i I l I I l i I I l I I I l I l I l i i I

•^-Specific trough dates

100

+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series witf
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is sei
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 1*
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Cyclical Patterns 57

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

100

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 45 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

M I N I M I

I—<-Specific trough dates

I I I I I II I III I I I I I I I I I I I II I

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted]

Index

-r115

-110

41. Employees in nonagr
establishments

M i l l M i l l M i l l II I I I Ml
+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36

Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

^ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 45 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

1954 1961

1. Avg. workweek, prod
workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs.' new orders,
mach. and equip, indus

*100

9. Construction contracts

awarded, comm. and indus.

bldgs.3

+42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

"* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

^ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2. For the 1949 and 1958

cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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56

'100

Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 45 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of~

1949 1958

1954 — 1961

I I I I II I I II III I I I II I Ml II I I I I I I II I I III I I I I I I

Specific trough dates .•. / '•

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

II I I ll I I I I I I I I I I i l l I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42
Months from specific troughs

I i I l I I I i l I ll I I l I I l I l l l

-^-Specific trough dates

100

+36 +42+6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series wit
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is se
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specif!
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2.
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Cyclical Patterns 57

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

100

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 45 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

T i l l M I I I II I I I I I I II I I I I I | I I I I I | M I I I | I I I I | | I

j-<-Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted ]

Index

115

H110

M i i i i l i i i u l i n i i l u i u l i i n i K i i i i l u n i l n i l
0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42

Months from specific troughs

41. Employees in nonagr
establishments

+42+12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs

*Specif^c trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
in MCD oi "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
it "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
roughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

ndex

10

05-

30

XH

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 48 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II I III III II M i l II III I III III III Nil

•^-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,

workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs.1 new orders,
mach. and equip. Indus

I

+6

I I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I M I I I I I I I I I | | I |

•<-Specific trough dates

9. Construction contracts
awarded, comm. and Indus.

bidgs.3

+48+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 +48 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2*, the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
"100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.
*See appendix B for specific dates. See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
>ughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown.
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 48 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of--

1949 1958
........... 1954 1961

I I IM IMI I I I I M II Illll Ill l l Il

i r""i r'"i i"
-<-Specific trough dates

1C

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 +4fc 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 +48
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

* Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series wit
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100*. For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is se
at "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

1See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specif!
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2
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Cyclical Patterns 57

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS»Con.

K)

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 46 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the

expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958

1954 1961

1 1 I I I I I I I 1 1 1 1 1 II I 1 1 II I I I | I I I I !

H<-Specific trough dates

43. Unemployment rate, total
[inverted]

Index

-[115

-110

41. Employees in nonagri.
establishments

105

100*

+6 +42+ 12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2*,the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series with
MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
"100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

See appendix B for specific dates. See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
ughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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Cyclical Patterns 55

CHART 5 COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 4 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

Index

I I I I I 11 M I N I I I I i 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

-Specific trough dates

1. Avg. workweek, prod,
workers, mfg.

24. Mfrs.' new orders,
mach. and equip, indus

100*

9. Construction controcts

oworded, comm. ond Indus.

Wdgs.3

0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 +48 0 + 6 + 1 2 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 +48
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1" or "2*, the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series witii
MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
"100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.
See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after Hie specific
jghs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the 1949 and 1958 cycles, a 3-term moving average is shown*
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56 Cyclical Patterns

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 48 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

I III I l l l l l III II I M M I I II III I II 1 1 1 I III 1 1 1 II I

Specific trough dates .». /"

19. Stock prices, 500
common stocks

+6 +36 +42 +48+12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 +4fc 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

*Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100". For series w
an MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough morrth is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is s
at "100*. MCD values are shown in appendix C.

I5ee appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specii
troughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9. 3For the current cycle, changes are based on the low (L) shown in table 2,
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Cyclical Patterns 57

COMPARISONS OF SPECIFIC CYCLE PATTERNS-Con.

Percent of specific trough levels of selected series compared for 4 business expansions. Period begins
with the specific trough date1 of each series for each expansion.

PERIOD COVERED

From specific trough dates to 46 months later.2 Specific
trough dates are the dates each series actually begins the
expansion identified with the reference trough of—

1949 1958
1954 1961

I III I M i l I | III | I Ml I MM I

Index

115

-110

+6

41. Employees in nonogri.
establishments

I I I I ! I I I M i l l

+42+12 +18 +24 +30 +36 +42 0 +6 +12 +18 +24 +30 +36
Months from specific troughs Months from specific troughs

^Specific trough level. For series with a "months for cyclical dominance" (MCD) of "1* or "2", the figure for the specific trough is set at "100*. For series with
n MCD of "3" or more, the average of the 3 months centered on the specific trough month is set at "100". For quarterly series, the specific trough quarter is set
t "100". MCD values are shown in appendix C.

*See appendix B for specific dates. 2See table 2 for latest month in current period. Percent changes for this month and comparable months after the specific
•oughs of previous expansions are shown in table 9.
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